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Between health and pleasure: the culinary recipes of the Kitāb al-ṭabīẖ

Entre a saúde e o prazer: as receitas culinárias do livro Kitāb al-ṭabīẖ

Hélène Jawhara Piñer 1

Between pleasure and health, why should we have to choose?
Though this combination did not mainly concern the culinary tradition of the Christian 

Middle Ages, on the other hand, it fits fully into an Arabic tradition of both East and West of the 
said period.

In the late Middle Ages under Islamic domination, doctors, agronomists or botanists, offer 
–through multiple medical treatises on food or agriculture–, culinary recipes good for health. 
Thus, for Ibn Rush, Ibn Rāzī, Avicenne or Maimonides –as for many others scholars–, foodstuffs 
play a key role in its benefits for health. In this way, cookbooks occupy pride of place in this alliance 
between health and cooking. Therefore, the culinary recipes of half a dozen cookbooks of the 
Muslim Middle East dating back to the 10th-14th centuries, suggest this combination: listen to 
your body, take pleasure when you eat, do it according to your health and eat in a measured way.
Cookbooks of the Iberian Peninsula written in Arabic in the Dar al-Islam testify to the transmission 
–from the Muslim Middle East– of the medico-culinary tradition based on humoral theory and 
culinary practices.

This paper will focus on the place occupied by dietetic in the first known cookbook of 
the Iberian Peninsula: the Kitāb al-ṭabīẖ [The cookbook]. Its anonymous author quote Galen and 
Hippocrates that, therefore, inscribes the Kitāb al-ṭabīẖ in the influence of the Greek dietetic 
tradition. Furthermore, the knowledge of the anonymous author concerning medicine, dietetic, and 
cuisine is undeniable.

Through half a thousand recipes, I will first present a reflection on this source commonly 
named “The Cookbook”, and then underscore the proportion of dishes containing medical 
recommendations. Then I will offer an approach to frequently used foodstuffs in the recipes where 
health seems to take precedence over the pleasure of eating the dish. Curing the illness, avoiding 
it, take pleasure, what is the goal of the culinary recipes? Thus, the aim is to identify both the most 
common dietetics recommendations and the disease that seem the most important to avoid. 
Finally, I will provide a glimpse of one of the most characteristic culinary recipes of this alliance 
health/pleasure that can offer the Andalusian cookbook. A brief reflection can be conducted on the 
current phenomenon that shows the willingness to return to healthy food which recommendations 
can be found in the cookbooks dating from the Middle Ages.
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